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Abstract

The use of all-flash arrays has been increasing. Compared to their hard-disk counterparts, each drive offers higher performance but also undergoes more severe periodic performance degradation (due to internal operations such as garbage collection). With a detailed study of widely-used applications/traces and 6 SSD models, we confirm that individual SSD’s performance jitters are further magnified in RAID arrays. Our results also reveal that with SSD latency low and decreasing, the software overhead of RAID write creates long, complex write paths involving more drives, raising both average-case latency and risk of exposing worst-case performance.

Based on these findings, we propose FusionRAID, a new RAID architecture that achieves consistent, low latency on commodity SSD arrays. By spreading requests to all SSDs in a shared, large storage pool, bursty application workloads can be served by plenty of “normal-behaving” drives. By performing temporary, replicated writes, it retains RAID fault-tolerance yet greatly accelerates small, random writes. Blocks of such transient data replicas are created in stripe-ready locations based on RAID declustering, enabling effortless conversion to long-term RAID storage. Finally, using lightweight SSD latency spike detection and request redirection, FusionRAID avoids drives under transient but severe performance degradation. Our evaluation with traces and applications shows that FusionRAID brings a 22%–98% reduction in median latency, and a 2.7×–62× reduction in tail latency, with a moderate and temporary space overhead.

1 Introduction

The use of all-flash arrays (AFAs) has been increasing and projected to have a 400% market growth in the next five years [11]. For example, ANZ bank in Australia recently adopted an AFA solution with 400TB SSD arrays [31]. AFAs aggregate the IOPS and bandwidth of individual drives and compensate for SSDs’ higher rate of uncorrectable errors [53].

Table 1: Exchange latency, HDD vs. SSD RAID

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAID Type</th>
<th>Median Latency (ms)</th>
<th>Avg. Latency (ms)</th>
<th>P99 Latency (ms)</th>
<th>Variance Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDD RAID (clean)</td>
<td>68.67</td>
<td>134.37</td>
<td>835.35</td>
<td>12.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDD RAID (aged)</td>
<td>69.18</td>
<td>133.61</td>
<td>826.77</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD RAID (clean)</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>25.62</td>
<td>93.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD RAID (aged)</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>221.03</td>
<td>719.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

using parity-based fault-tolerance. So far, AFAs can support large numbers of SSDs (up to 5760) behind a single controller [20,22,49,51,52].

However, SSDs are less array-friendly than hard disks, which RAID [50] was initially designed for decades ago. Compared with single-disk accesses, RAID write significantly amplifies average write latency, thereby also delaying read requests. Also, SSD RAIDs have a much higher tail-to-average latency ratio than HDD ones [23,38,66].

We illustrate this by testing two software RAID5 arrays, built on Seagate HDDs and Intel commodity consumer SSDs. Table 1 lists the median, average, and 99 percentile (P99) latencies measured running the write-intensive Exchange trace from Microsoft Production Server Traces [55]. We also report the variance factor [68], the ratio of P99 to median latency. For each RAID, we test its clean and aged states, using the fio benchmark [4]. Here we adopt an existing aging method [35], writing the whole disk sequentially and then issuing random writes with total volume exceeding its capacity, to guarantee that each random write generates invalid pages.

Our results confirm that, though SSD RAID offers much smaller median latency (over 225× lower than HDD RAID), its worst-case performance deviates more from the norm, with a much higher variance level. The average latency, as a result, is much more amplified from the median with SSD than with HDD RAID. Second, the HDD RAID appears quite resilient to aging, with hardly any visible performance degradation. The SSD RAID, on the other hand, deteriorates significantly when aged, delivering a median latency of 11.6% higher, and P99 tail 8.6× higher. Such severe performance variability makes it difficult to ensure QoS to customers [18,23,24,59,69], potentially causing significant revenue losses [47]. This problem is not specific to Linux soft-
We further examine the latency distribution of individual SSD drives within the 4+1 RAID5 array, with results listed in Table 2 (aged state only). Comparing results from both tables, one sees that when we group SSDs into RAID, for the gain in space and bandwidth aggregation, we may be trading off individual request’s processing speed. Note that with the Exchange workload (details in Table 4), considering the MD default 64KB stripe unit size, the majority of requests would each land on a single drive. However, the added complexity of parity updates not only generates more work but involves more drives, rendering a P99 latency nearly 400× higher on RAID than on individual SSDs for the same workload.

The last column in Table 2 highlights a challenge with SSD RAIDs: three of the drives appear to experience garbage collection (GC) during our 15-minute trace execution and have a P999 latency over 23× higher than the other two. With highly coupled operations across multiple drives, isolated tail latency from a single drive affects more requests with RAID, making the entire array more vulnerable to performance anomalies.

In this work, we first conduct a comprehensive study to investigate the sources of SSD RAID latency. More specifically, we (1) examine 5 real-application workloads on modern SSDs, plus 3 workloads from widely used storage trace repositories, and systematically characterize the behavior of their mixes in fine time granularity, (2) perform a detailed analysis of the RAID write path and identify the software overhead, which has a dependency on the I/O performance of member disks, and becomes a major component in request latency, in both average and worst-case scenarios, and (3) conduct detailed profiling on 4 consumer- and 2 datacenter-grade SSDs to characterize the device-side degradation due to flash internal activities, finding both types plagued by severe latency spikes with clearly identifiable amplitude and long duration.

We then propose a new RAID architecture, FusionRAID, designed to simultaneously reduce the average- and worst-case latencies of SSD RAID, especially for latency-critical applications. FusionRAID runs on commodity SSD arrays without requiring any special hardware support or FTL modification, instead relying on three key techniques:

- flat resource sharing across an SSD pool to utilize available I/O concurrency in serving bursty application I/Os,
- shortened write operations that use temporary, replicated writes as a prelude to long-term RAID storage, yet carefully placed “in-stripe” so that one replica can be directly converted without data migration, and
- a lightweight latency spike detection and request redirection mechanism that allows requests (both read and write) to sidestep SSDs under severe performance degradation.

We argue that our solution, which temporarily trades space for performance, aligns well with current hardware trends. Figure 1(a) and 1(b) portray changes in capacity and latency, using historical data we gathered on Intel SSD models [29]. In the past years, SSDs have become much larger (especially datacenter models) and more affordable, with smaller improvement in latency. FusionRAID uses more space to quickly absorb small, random writes (with little long-term extra space overhead). In return, it makes SSD RAIDs several times faster on average and orders of magnitude faster in tail cases, as shown in our real-system evaluation. In addition, FusionRAID proposes a new way to utilize emerging large AFAs (90 SSDs or more), such as the NetApp AFF [49], EMC VMAX [20], and Fujitsu ETERNUS [22] series.

Compared with other systems that address FTL-induced latency during writes, FusionRAID considers SSDs as black boxes, without assuming SSD internal information/control. Its novelty lies in several aspects. First, to our knowledge, this is the first work that applies RAID declustering [3, 25, 46, 71] to SSD arrays. It leverages Latin-square based deterministic addressing [71], but with a significant extension to perform explicit block mapping for its two-phase writes and out-of-place updates. Second, FusionRAID adopts a new “in-position conversion” mechanism from its “replicated” to “RAID” area, removing the extra copying required by existing hybrid systems [21, 65]. Our intensive analysis reveals that SSD spikes possess clearly identifiable amplitude and long duration, making reactive methods feasible. FusionRAID’s I/O redirection, based on constant spike-detection, eliminates the need for periodic probe I/Os, used by previous methods [23, 66, 69].

## 2 SSD RAID Latency Source Study

### 2.1 Workload I/O Characteristics

I/O requests from applications are often issued in a bursty manner, so the instantaneous bandwidth of a single workload
varies significantly. When multiple workloads co-execute on a storage system, the instantaneous aggregated bandwidth is often dominated by a small number of workloads, as they read/write a large amount of data while others access a little, in a short period of time.

To assess the load behavior of representative applications, we collect five block-level traces from multiple popular data-intensive workloads running individually on SSDs. We also include three publicly available traces for diversity. The eight workloads are characterized in Table 4. Then, we examine the mixes of those eight workloads in fine time granularity.

We capture all five traces from our testbed (more details in Section 5). Three of them are from running representative standard YCSB [16] workloads using RocksDB [10], a popular KV store: YCSB-A, YCSB-B, and YCSB-Load (specifications in Table 5). The RocksDB database size is 40GB, with 4KB KV pairs. Another latency-sensitive application trace is collected from the TPC-C benchmark, on a 77GB MySQL database. In addition, we trace TensorFlow (TF), which reads training datasets and checkpoints a CNN model periodically in search of better accuracy. Finally, we include three traces from the SNIA repository [58]: VirtualDesktop (VD) [40], the only recent trace from server environments, plus Exchange and Proxy, the heaviest two among a total of 49 traces within the Microsoft and SPC trace collections [30, 55–57].

Next, we carefully examine the microscopic features of mixed workloads by analysing the instantaneous bandwidth at millisecond granularity using the aforementioned 8 traces. In each 1ms timeslot, we partition a workload mix into a giant and a dwarf set, each containing the same number of workloads, with any workload in the former heavier than all in the latter. We define the ratio between the total instantaneous bandwidths of the giant set and the entire mix as majority ratio, \( R_{maj} \). We claim that a workload mix possesses instantaneous complementarity in a timeslot with \( R_{maj} > 0.75 \), where the dwarf set can lend spare resources to the giant one.

Based on their average throughput, we coarsely divide the 8 traces into two groups, “heavy” and “light”. We inspect all the three types of 2-workload mixes: light-light, light-heavy, and heavy-heavy. Figure 2(a) shows the CDF of \( R_{maj} \) across all timeslots for each mix. Instantaneous complementarity appears quite frequently in the light-heavy (Exchange +YCSB-A) and light-light (VD +TF) workload mixes, making 83.6% and 73.9% of all timeslots, respectively. Even with the heavy-heavy mix (YCSB-Load +TPC-C), 54.1% of timeslots have instantaneous complementarity.

With the 8 workloads, we enumerate all 2-workload mixes and find that 25 out of the 28 have instantaneous complementarity in over half of the timeslots, with an average ratio across all 28 mixes sitting at 67.8% (Figure 2(b)). Across all 70 4-workload mixes, this average ratio of timeslots possessing instantaneous complementarity rises to 91.4%.

Implications Our analysis shows that when workloads run together, the chances of their instantaneous complementarity are quite high. This suggests that modern commodity storage servers, easily managing dozens of devices or more, can serve concurrent workloads better in an “all-for-all” model, rather than being held back for the fear of inter-workload performance interference. Involving all disks in serving the busier workloads at the moment alleviates their queue wait time, a major source of application-induced tail latency.

2.2 Write Overhead in SSD RAID

Parity-based RAID is unfriendly to write-intensive workloads, especially for those dominated by random small writes. The inherent read-modify-write logic makes partial-stripe writes go through a lengthy sequence of ordered operations of reads, calculation, and writes. Optimizations targeting bandwidth, such as the mechanism used in the Linux MD software RAID driver that postpones submission of writes in anticipation that subsequent requests fall into the same stripe, may hurt latency-sensitive applications.

Figure 3 illustrates this with a comparison between (4+1) RAID-5 arrays using three types of devices: Intel 545s SATA SSDs, Seagate 7200RPM SATA HDDs, and RAM disks. All are software RAID arrays through MD. We run the Microsoft Enterprise Exchange workload and show the breakdown of write latency across operations: read, xor, and write, with the rest categorized into software overhead. The left plot describes all requests, while the right one focuses on the 1% requests with the highest latency. Numbers at the top of the bars give the average latency values for each group.

Figure 3: Write latency breakdown

With this consumer-grade SSD, software overhead already takes over as the major component of write latency, while it...
is almost invisible with the HDD. On average, the SSD RAID 
tested spends $2.9 \times$ time on software overhead than on writing. 
This software overhead, however, involves synchronization 
interleaving with I/Os and is not independent of the read/write 
cost: with read/write cost nearly trimmed, software overhead 
dominates the RAM disk RAID latency, but its absolute cost 
is nearly two orders of magnitude smaller than on the SSD 
RAID. Software overhead also makes the slowest 1% requests 
suffer $10 \times$ the average latency, due to factors such as thread 
context switching and request queuing (at the block layer and 
the host-side dispatch queue).

As a side note, though software overhead remains the leading 
category, for the slowest 1% requests shown in Figure 3, 
SSD writes also contribute significantly to the SSD RAID tail 
latency, costing $20.7 \times$ the average write overhead. Section 2.3 
gives a detailed discussion on this issue.

**Implications** Unlike an HDD array, an SSD RAID has I/O 
latency dominated by software overhead. Unlike a RAM disk 
array, it sees such overhead prolonged by actual I/Os and 
their coordination across disks. This suggests that a shorter 
write path, with fewer dependencies, may greatly reduce SSD 
RAID latency, both under average and worst-case scenarios.

### 2.3 Pathological Latency Spikes of SSDs

SSDs are known to have performance anomaly due to back-
ground I/O activities obscure to users [17, 23]. Major sources 
of performance variability include (1) background mainte-
nance activities inside SSDs, in particular, garbage collection 
[38, 66, 69], and (2) on-SSD DRAM write buffer flushing 
[1]. While the existence of performance jitters is well-
known [17, 23], in this paper, we quantify the distribution 
of their magnitude as well as duration, on multiple consumer-
and datacenter-grade SSDs.

Table 3 lists basic specifications of the six commercial off-
the-shelf SSDs used in our experiments, the first four being 
consumer-grade and the last two datacenters (DC) drives. Due 
to space limit, below we summarize our chief findings.

**Consumer SSDs** First, when running sequential writes on 
clean drives, all consumer models tested possess clearly peri-
odic latency spikes with a duration between 3ms and 12ms, 
reaching 5-20 times of their average latency. With GC ex-
cluded under this strictly sequential workload, we attribute the 
regular latency spikes to on-disk DRAM buffer flushes [12]. 
We found these flushes block read requests as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Capacity (GB)</th>
<th>Read/Write latency (μs)</th>
<th>Read/Write bandwidth (MB/s)</th>
<th>Release year</th>
<th>Price ($/GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Intel 545s</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>50/60</td>
<td>550/500</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B Intel 535</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>80/80</td>
<td>540/490</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Toshiba q200</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>73/36</td>
<td>550/510</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D Sandisk plus</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>44/193</td>
<td>530/440</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Intel D3-S4510</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>36/37</td>
<td>560/280</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Intel D54500</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>36/36</td>
<td>500/190</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Sample spike behavior in write tests on two SSDs 
(write request size at 64KB)

To repeatedly incur GC, we repeat the sequential write test 
but write within a 2GB logical space. We find GC produces 
spikes both much taller (height around 21×) and long-lasting 
duration around 18× than those incurred by buffer flushes, 
as illustrated in Figure 4(a). Our zoom-in analysis of I/O 
behaviour shows that requests are blocked during GC inside 
SSDs and completed immediately in a batch once GC is over. 
Meanwhile, there are obvious intervals (10× spike duration) 
between spikes due to enough spare blocks after a GC. Finally, 
aged SSDs see more frequent and severe spikes. The reason 
is likely that when the spare blocks inside SSDs run out, GC 
incurs more data migration and block erasures [33].

**DC SSDs** Datacenter SSDs behave differently. First, periodic latency spikes are not 
seen under sequential write workloads, unlike with consumer SSD. This is likely because DC SSDs 
usually have multiple cores and an optimized FTL for better coordination between background and foreground I/Os. Note 
such optimization may be achieved at the cost of lowering 
write throughput [54]: Table 3 does show the write bandwidth 
of the two DC SSDs at around half of that offered by cheaper 
consumer models.

Under heavy write workloads, however, DC SSDs cannot 
hide the impact of GC. Figure 4(b) shows spikes observed 
with random 64KB writes on SSD-E, which incurs GC faster. 
Under such a constant write workload, once GC is triggered, 
the I/O latency goes far beyond 100ms, incurring performance degradation lasting around 60s. Furthermore, spikes cannot 
be divided strictly, instead a new spike often arrives before 
the previous one ends, differing from consumer SSDs.

**Implications** Our profiling confirms that both consumer and 
datacenter SSDs suffer from severe latency spikes. Coupling 
such duration with an amplitude that significantly deviates 
from the norm, these spikes can and should be detected at 
runtime, to redirect incoming requests to other devices in the 
SSD pool. Moreover, spikes from consumer and DC SSDs 
behave differently, which should be handled carefully.

### 3 Approach Overview

We propose a new SSD RAID architecture, FusionRAID. It 
reduces both average-case and tail latencies, with solutions 
targeting the three problems observed in Section 2.

**Design Rationale** To ease innate request bursts in workloads,
FusionRAID spreads requests to all disks in a storage pool (such as a large commodity SSD enclosure) hosting multiple RAID volumes. Though most of their individual I/O requests can be answered by a small subset of disks, applications often have severe load bursts that directly lead to tail latency. FusionRAID trims such workload-induced tail latency by smoothing the bursts to all disks in an SSD enclosure using RAID declustering [3, 25, 46, 71]. In multi-tenant settings, this automatically lends resource elasticity to individual workloads’ varying intensity.

To reduce the software overhead and inter-disk dependence in RAID writes, FusionRAID employs replicated writes as a prelude to RAID writes, with data lazily converted later to the more space-efficient RAID organization for long-term storage. Before such conversion, block replicas ensure the same level of fault-tolerance as the specified RAID level. E.g., FusionRAID writes two copies of a block for a RAID5 volume, and three for RAID6. Doing so shortens the critical path in writes by postponing and in some cases even avoiding the long and interference-prone parity updating process. Consequently, the simpler, more independent operations of such replicated writes deliver lower (and far more consistent) latency. To further reduce the conversion overhead, FusionRAID places replicated blocks in a “stripe-ready” manner, in positions where sets of blocks already compose stripes (minus parity data) according to the RAID declustering algorithm. In Figure 5, the last SSD is marked unresponsive and will be avoided in both reads and writes whenever possible (§4.3).

Consequently, the simpler, more independent operations of such replicated writes deliver lower (and far more consistent) latency. To further reduce the conversion overhead, FusionRAID places replicated blocks in a “stripe-ready” manner, in positions where sets of blocks already compose stripes (minus parity data) according to the RAID declustering algorithm. In Figure 5, the last SSD is marked unresponsive and will be avoided in both reads and writes whenever possible (§4.3).

Finally, to sidestep SSDs undergoing temporary performance degradation, FusionRAID constantly watches each SSD’s performance behavior to detect temporarily unresponsive SSDs. To this end, it uses a lightweight spike detection mechanism that issues no extra I/Os and requires no SSD internal knowledge. Uniquely enabled by RAID declustering on large SSD pools, FusionRAID easily redirects writes to unaffected drives, which likely remain in the majority at any given time. For reads, it could also select the less affected replica, or use existing approaches proposed by systems like ToleRAID [23] to compute a block hosted by an unresponsive SSD using parity data.

FusionRAID architecture Figure 5 illustrates the FusionRAID architecture. Multiple virtual RAID arrays (of different RAID configurations) share the same underlying pool containing dozens of commodity SSDs or more. The aggregate logical space of this SSD pool is partitioned into the RAID and replicated areas, intended for long-term, space-efficient storage and fast absorption of small, random writes, respectively. Note that there is no physical partitioning between these two virtual areas: actually, they are intentionally intermixed for fast conversion from the replicated to RAID storage (detailed discussion in Section 4.2). Note that though our discussion/evaluation uses RAID5 in this paper, FusionRAID applies to other RAID organizations, e.g., by increasing the replication degree in the replicated area to 3 for RAID6.

Internally, FusionRAID employs a mapping table (FBMT in Figure 5) for each virtual RAID volume, to maintain the mapping of a per-volume logical block number to a Fusion-RAID internal logical block number (§4.4). The latter can subsequently be mapped to a logical block on a certain SSD using a deterministic RAID declustering strategy based on MOLS [71] (§4.1). For replicated writes, FusionRAID builds a list of available block pairs from a pair of stripes, enabling low-cost replicated-to-RAID conversion (§4.2).

In addition, FusionRAID performs real-time SSD latency spike detection by monitoring SSD latencies and includes the results in its decision making. In Figure 5, the last SSD is marked unresponsive and will be avoided in both reads and writes whenever possible (§4.3).

4 FusionRAID Design

4.1 Storage Organization

FusionRAID organizes the space across dozens or more SSDs, to serve bursty I/Os from concurrent workloads and provide ample alternative choices among drives to avoid using those under transient performance degradation. It does so by utilizing RAID declustering [3, 25, 46], distributing RAID stripes in a balanced way to larger arrays. The novel challenges here, unaddressed by existing RAID declustering techniques, are to design efficient and flexible support for partial-stripe writes to enable fast absorption of small, random writes, as well as to detour around temporarily slow drives.

To this end, FusionRAID employs a storage organization with explicit block mapping, seamlessly manages two logical areas (for replicated and striped writes), and requires low metadata space overhead. Even the transient block replicas are stored in a “stripe-aware” manner, ready for the eventual RAID storage. This way, the two logical areas are fused together, further facilitating efficient conversion from replicated to striped storage, as well as request redirection.

FusionRAID introduces Fusion logical address space, an internal logical block layer between the user-perceived logical and the SSD logical block address spaces, as illustrated...
in Figure 6. The mapping from user-perceived to this internal space is maintained by a block mapping table (to be detailed in Section 4.4), one per user RAID volume, which supports dynamic mapping for out-of-place writes. The mapping from a Fusion logical block to a logical SSD block is done by RAID declustering, involving a static mapping function instead of mapping tables. Here different declustering strategies/functions could be plugged in, such as RAID50 and pseudo-random RAID [62].

In our implementation, FusionRAID adopts the deterministic mapping proposed by RAID+ [71]. As shown in Figure 6, each FusionRAID volume will follow a 3D template based on Mutually Orthogonal Latin Squares (MOLS), which resembles a large Rubik’s Cube filled with disk IDs. The mapping function uses simple calculation to map a certain stripe within a user RAID volume (such as a 4+1 RAID5) configured in cloud storage, shown in the figure) to a certain subset of disks in the pool, \((3, 15, 26, 11, 18)\) in this example. The advantage of MOLS-based declustering lies in its deterministic and guaranteed uniform distribution of each volume’s data to all \(n\) disks within a pool, as well as low metadata overhead.

### 4.2 Two-phase Write Operations

Now spreading each RAID volume to the entire SSD pool to better prepare for bursty I/Os, FusionRAID further simplifies the critical path for writes, to deliver lower and more consistent latency. This is done by its two-phase writes, using replication as a prelude to RAID storage. While large writes are directly written in RAID stripes, smaller requests are directed to the replicated area, where instead of RAID writes with parity computation and update, we simply write two copies of data. Doing so avoids the dependency brought by the read-compute-write process, and involves fewer SSDs (hence a lower chance of running into a spike). Replicated data can be converted in the background to the more space-efficient RAID stripes. This can be carried out lazily, delayed when space is abundant, when data are hot and updated often, or when the disk pool is busy handling requests.

Two-phase write itself is not new and has been adopted by multiple systems, such as AutoRAID [65], DiskReduce [21], and LDM [67]. FusionRAID differs from them with two key innovations targeting all-flash environments, to reduce both write amplification and conversion-induced background I/Os.

First, FusionRAID performs its two-phase writes selectively, saving larger write requests the detour as for them the benefit does not justify the cost: their relative software overhead in RAID writes is lower, while the extra write volume generated by their replication is higher.

For larger requests, FusionRAID includes additional optimizations to lower the software overhead in RAID writes. For partial-stripe writes, it allocates a new stripe and pads the blocks untouched by the request with zero, which allows it to write both data and parity (plus appropriate metadata updates) without performing reads. Hence with requests writing \(x\) out of \((n - 1)\) data blocks in a RAID stripe, going with our RAID writes as described above would require I/O of roughly \(n\) blocks, while replication requires \(2x\)-block writes. Therefore we set the “break-even point”, \([\frac{2}{n}]\) blocks, as a size threshold to classify write requests: requests larger than this threshold do not benefit from replicated writes and would follow the aforementioned RAID write workflow.

Second, rather than following the common practice of migrating data from the replicated to the RAID area (writing the full stripe, including both data and parity blocks), we carefully create the replicated blocks “in position”, so that they already form two valid stripes according to FusionRAID’s MOLS-based template. Parity blocks are also allocated and reserved in advance, thus upon conversion, one group of the replicated blocks can be directly recorded as RAID stripe data blocks after the pre-allocated parity block is properly filled. The other group can simply be discarded.

As described in Section 4.1, FusionRAID allocates stripes using RAID declustering for both RAID and replicated writes. While the former consumes one stripe at a time, the latter consumes a pair of blocks at a time, from a pair of stripes, to store two copies of the same block. For fault tolerance, these two blocks need to sit on two different SSDs.

To this end, FusionRAID performs best-effort pairing among available stripes, using the power-of-two-choices scheme [45]. It randomly picks 4 spare stripes, selects a pair with the fewest common disk IDs, and starts block pairing by listing common disk IDs (if any) among the two stripes. It then cycles through the list diagonally, producing non-conflicting pairs. E.g., if two stripes both involve disks A, B, and C, we create block pairs on A-B, B-C, and C-A. The rest of the blocks, on non-overlapping disks, are trivial to pair. This flexible scheme enables FusionRAID to easily recycle free stripes reclaimed from replicated-to-RAID conversion.

![Figure 7: In-position replicated-to-RAID conversion](image-url)
the RAID volume logical blocks 2, 17, and 95). Here the left stripe is converted to RAID storage simply by calculating and filling the parity block (with the invalid block included), without data movement. This easily extends to more general cases: e.g., for RAID-6 we reclaim two out of the three stripes forming 3-block tuples, with two parity blocks calculated for the remaining stripe. To control the replicated area’s physical space consumption, the administrator can easily configure the overall size of the logical replicated area.

Finally, background conversion from the replicated to RAID area starts from the least recently accessed stripe pair. The conversion aggressiveness can be governed by policies set by user preferences or workload characteristics. Conversion may be triggered by many different configurable thresholds, such as the number of spare stripes, the ratio of space consumption between replicated and RAID areas, the current workload level, etc., and their combinations.

### 4.3 Spike Detection and Request Redirection

Even with perfectly spread-out request loads and short write paths, applications suffer sudden surges in request latency when the underlying SSD devices undergo activities such as GC. FusionRAID sets its final line of defense against such adversity by performing constant SSD responsiveness monitoring and request diversion when latency spikes are detected.

![Figure 8: FusionRAID SSD spike detection. The number under each yellow box is the timeslot ID and the one within is the count of in-progress IOs issued in that timeslot.](image)

Motivated by our spike behavior study (Section 2.3), we argue that without SSD internal information, though the timing of spikes is hard to predict, their duration and amplitude make reactive avoidance feasible. FusionRAID tracks the number of stragglers (with processing time larger than a preset threshold $t$) among requests issued to each individual SSD, and can quickly react when a performance anomaly happens.

**Light-weight spike detection** The challenge, however, lies in the efficient tracking of all active requests in a large SSD pool. After all, spikes are more likely to happen under intensive workloads. Space and time overhead of keeping track of thousands of requests at such peak times is not negligible.

To this end, we propose a lightweight spike detection scheme that records the request dispatching time in coarse granularity. It divides the time-line into equal-sized timeslots. For each SSD in the pool, FusionRAID maintains the number of pending requests dispatched within the latest $y$ timeslots (forming a sliding window with a time length of $t$). A separate straggler counter records the number of requests whose pending time exceeds $t$. Each request issued increments the request counter for the current timeslot by 1, with an issuing timestamp tagged with the request. Similarly, a request’s completion decrements the request counter of its corresponding timeslot. Upon the expiration of the current timeslot, the window slides, and the counter of the oldest timeslot has its value aggregated to the straggler counter. An SSD is identified as unresponsive (under spike) if the straggler counter reaches a preset threshold $\hat{x}$. For an unresponsive SSD, with new traffic guided away and spike-causing internal activities receding, eventually, its straggler counter will fall below $\hat{x}$, putting it back to full service. For consumer SSDs, we set $\hat{x}$ equal to $\hat{x}$ because requests return in batch once spikes end. However, spikes on DC SSDs often overlap with the previous ones so we set a gap between two thresholds, avoiding oscillations.

Figure 8 illustrates this per-SSD spike detection mechanism, with a sliding window sized at 5. At the last step (timeslot 91), the oldest timeslot (86) has its counter merged with the previous straggler counter, minus 2 requests returning (from “straggler” and timeslot 86). The result ($3 + 7 - 2 = 8$) exceeds the threshold $x = 6$, identifying the SSD as unresponsive.

**Selective request redirection** When an I/O request arrives, FusionRAID judges whether the target SSD is unresponsive by reading its straggler count. When a write is directed onto an unresponsive SSD, FusionRAID searches along the spare block pair or stripe list till it finds one not involving any unresponsive SSD, and performs the update there. The search tends to be short as spikes are relatively rare events. Skipped block pairs or stripes are added to the list tail.

Such redirection also applies to reads. When data requested reside in the RAID area, a slow SSD can be skipped over by data reconstruction from all the remaining blocks in the stripe as in ToleRAID [23]. In the replicated area (which stores more active data and tends to attract more reads), FusionRAID reads from the faster of the blocks (with lower straggler count).

Since our spike detection is reactive, the damage is already done upon successful detection. It might be helpful to adopt existing strategies such as “hedged requests” [17], which re-sends victim requests to other SSDs when outstanding long enough. In addition, FusionRAID may even proactively trigger GC using the SSD trim mechanism [64] (which informs the SSD to recycle invalid blocks), when it “guesses” that a spike is imminent based on historical monitoring data.

### 4.4 Metadata Management

Now with major FusionRAID operations explained, we come back to discuss its storage organization, in particular, metadata maintenance necessary to enable partial stripe updates.

**Fusion Block Mapping Table (FBMT)** This central map-
ping table in FusionRAID contains two components: a Block Mapping Table (BMT), a direct address table storing the block mapping from the user logical block address to the Fusion block address, and a Block Pairing Table (BPT), a hash table storing paired blocks used in replicated writes. Figure 9 gives sample illustrations. To reduce metadata storage, FusionRAID adopts a relatively large block size (64KB by default), which is also its RAID stripe unit size.

FusionRAID may write directly to the RAID area or make replicated writes. This distinction is recorded by the 0 bit in the 40-bit BMT entries: 0 for RAID and 1 for replicated. In the former case, the remaining 38 bits store the Fusion logical block number (FLBN), supporting a 16PB logical space with the default 64KB block size (i.e., 4096 4TB-SSDs within one enclosure). In the latter, the BMT entry instead stores the smaller block number in a block pair, as a key to the BPT.

Recall the in-position replicated-to-RAID conversion shown in Figure 7. For the stripe to be kept (the left one), its three valid blocks will see their BMT entries updated during the conversion, with the 0 bit switched to 0 (from “replicated” to “RAID”), and its FLBN properly recorded. For the one to be discarded (the right one), the entire stripe is reclaimed and returned to the spare stripe list. Finally, the four involved block pairs are removed from the BPT.

Adopting larger blocks reduces metadata storage overhead, but creates more partial block updates. To avoid read-modify-write operations, which not only prolong the write process but incur write amplification, FusionRAID utilizes a patching method to append partial updates to the BMT entry of the updated block. The 1 bit here records the block’s partial update history: if set to 1, the FLBN field becomes the head of a linked-list, whose nodes each contain an updated page range, along with the FLBN storing these updates (at their corresponding pages). Again, each element carries a 1 bit to tell whether the corresponding user logical block is in the replicated area.

Figure 9 demonstrates the handling of a write on user logical block address 0x02, which before the write was in the RAID area. This small write updates pages 7-12 of the block and incurs out-of-place updates via replicated writes. As described in Section 4.2, a pair of blocks (11 and 17, as indicated by the red and blue arrows) are allocated, with these pages written to the corresponding locations within these two blocks, without reading the unchanged data. Now, block 0x02 has its valid data distributed in three Fusion logical blocks: the previous location at block 3, plus the block pair 11 and 17. Thus its BMT entry carries a linked-list, with a node for page range 7-12 linking to the ordered block pair (11,17) in the BPT. Such a linked-list can be periodically compacted so that its length does not exceed the number of pages in a block.

Space overhead Out-of-place updates produce holes (invalid blocks). Holes in stripes cannot be reused directly since the invalid data segment is still involved in parity computation. Again the problem can be solved with periodic compaction similar to SSD GC mechanisms [34, 69], performed during our replicated-to-RAID conversion. In our experiments, we found such small partial rewrites quite infrequent across our evaluated traces (only 1.3%) leading to a small portion of BMT entries having such linked-lists.

FusionRAID maintains FBMT in battery-backed DRAM, for both performance and durability. FusionRAID’s overall metadata storage overhead is quite modest. Each BMT entry is 5-bytes long, and our optimized BPT entry only takes 6 bytes (exploiting the proximity of logical addresses for paired blocks). Given the ratio of linked-list entries (each 10-bytes long) and a 10% space limit to the replicated area, these data structures altogether take 0.0084% of storage capacity. This means to manage a fully allocated 60TB SSD pool, only 5.2GB battery-backed memory is needed for FusionRAID to store its mapping data structures. In addition, FusionRAID needs to log updates in battery-backed memory, to ensure consistency of in-progress operations.

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Experiment Setup

Testbed We use a SuperMicro 4U storage server, with two 12-core Intel XEON E5-2650 V4 processors and 128GB DDR4 memory, running Ubuntu 16.04 with Linux kernel v4.15.0. It has two AOC-S3008L-L8I SAS JBOD adapters, each connected to a 30-bay SAS3 expander backplane via 2 channels.

For RAID evaluation, we select datacenter devices tested in our SSD performance study (§2): SSD E (Intel D3-S4510). We have 15 drives sitting on one backplane, with each test using one 30-drive SSD pool. The I/O channels provide a combined I/O bandwidth of 24GB/s, exceeding the aggregate sequential bandwidth from the 30 SSDs (195MB/s per SSD we measured, 5.71GB/s in total).

Workloads We use both trace-driven and real application tests. For the former, we implemented a trace player in C using libaio [7] that issues direct block I/O requests according to given timestamps. We use eight traces mentioned in Section 2.1 with major attributes in Table 4. For the latter, we evaluate FusionRAID with the popular RocksDB KV store [10] running YCSB workloads [16].
Table 4: Characteristics of experimented I/O traces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>IOPS</th>
<th>Write ratio</th>
<th>Avg. write size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YCSB-Load</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>507.0KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB-A</td>
<td>1353</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>503.4KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB-B</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>500.2KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-C</td>
<td>5764</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>29.6KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TensorFlow</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>23.8KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VirtualDesktop</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>23.8KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>500.4KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>13.8KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>846</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>13.1KB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1353</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>13.1KB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: RocksDB average and tail latency in running YCSB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Workloads</th>
<th>Update ratio</th>
<th>Read avg. latency (ms)</th>
<th>Update avg. latency (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YCSB-Load</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>32.55</td>
<td>23.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YCSB-A</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YCSB-B</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RAID systems setup We implement FusionRAID as a Linux kernel module in v4.15.0 with about 5,400 LoC and evaluate it using 29-SSD pools, with the stripe width of 7 (6+1 RAID-5). We compare with LogRAID [37], a log-structured RAID-50 that appends all updates. We used our own implementation based on existing literature [13, 37]. In addition, we implement ToleRAID [23], designed for cutting read tail latency, following its authors’ guidance. We also evaluate two common organizations utilizing disk pools: 4 independent (6+1)-disk RAID-5 arrays (ToleRAID, and FusionRAID on DC SSDs.

We implement FusionRAID as a Linux kernel module in v4.15.0 with about 5,400 LoC and evaluate it using 29-SSD pools, with the stripe width of 7 (6+1 RAID-5). We compare with LogRAID [37], a log-structured RAID-50 that appends all updates. We used our own implementation based on existing literature [13, 37]. In addition, we implement ToleRAID [23], designed for cutting read tail latency, following its authors’ guidance. We also evaluate two common organizations utilizing disk pools: 4 independent (6+1)-disk RAID-5 arrays (ToleRAID, and FusionRAID on DC SSDs.

Due to time/resource limit this system is implemented in user space, disabling it from supporting a file system and running applications.

RAID50’s two-level striping adds further complexity and inter-SSD dependency into the I/O path, making average cases more costly. The worst cases, meanwhile, are slowed down by one or two unresponsive SSDs.

LogRAID does not appear to help: by consolidating all writes to the pool into a single log stream, it reduces concurrency and can utilize 1-2 7-SSD arrays at a time (while RAID50 and FusionRAID simultaneously use more disks). Moreover, data writes still experience the underlying RAID write path, thereby enduring higher latency. Compared with 4-RAID5, ToleRAID brings almost identical median latency under all the 8 workloads, and obviously reduces tail latency under four workloads (i.e., YCSB-A, YCSB-B, VD, Proxy). However, ToleRAID does not reduce tail latency under the other 4 workloads with higher write ratios, as write I/Os cannot benefit from ToleRAID’s request redirection.

FusionRAID, on the other hand, significantly reduces both median and tail latencies. Compared with 4-RAID5, FusionRAID shows an average reduction of 49% in median latency across the 8 traces and a maximum of 87%. Compared with RAID50, LogRAID and ToleRAID, the average/maximum reductions are 81%/97%, 76%/98% and 45%/85%, respectively. FusionRAID’s P99 improvement (Figure 10(b)) is even more impressive, averaging a 15× reduction (up to 32×) from 4-RAID5, 35× (up to 62×) from RAID50, 34× (up to 61×) from LogRAID, and 8.3× (up to 14×) from ToleRAID. Later we give an in-depth breakdown of sources contributing to such dramatic cut in tail latency.

In addition, for both median and tail, FusionRAID achieves shorter error bars than RAID50, LogRAID, and even 4-RAID5 (which offers hardware isolation, with a dedicated RAID-5 array for each workload). This demonstrates that spreading bursts, simplifying writes, and avoiding spikes bring more reliable performance than simply trying to protect workloads from each other. Finally, all tested RAID systems show the same throughput since trace-driven workloads issue I/O requests according to timestamps. This also allows us to observe the median and tail latency of FusionRAID and other systems under the same load intensity, for fair comparison.

Table 5: RocksDB average and tail latency in running YCSB

Real-application workloads Next, we evaluate with representative YCSB workloads, of varied write intensity levels, running RocksDB on top of ext4 above FusionRAID and RAID50. Table 5 lists workload information and results.

For each workload, Table 5 lists the average latency of the slowest 10% and the slowest 1% of operations, for reads
and writes separately. For the least write-intensive workload (YCSB-B), most reads are served from the RocksDB memtable, closing the performance gap between FusionRAID and RAID50. Still, across all three workloads, read tail latency consistently benefits from FusionRAID, due to its more efficient digestion of request bursts. For writes, even at an update rate as low as 5%, FusionRAID reduces the average latencies of the slowest 10% and 1% by 4.1 x and 5.9 x, respectively. As expected, its margin of improvement grows with write intensity, reaching 7.9 x for YCSB-Load’s slowest 1%.

As for write latency, Figure 11(a) plots RocksDB update latency CDFs under the two write-intensive YCSB workloads. FusionRAID reduces the write tail latency significantly, especially with YCSB-Load. A major source of the long tail latency for update operations in RocksDB is the contention between foreground memtable flushing and background compaction [6]. FusionRAID benefits from its higher and more consistent bandwidth, reducing the probability of contention.

![Figure 11(a) plots RocksDB update latency CDFs under the two write-intensive YCSB workloads.](image)

**Comparison with NV-RAID** Intuitively, one can tame the tail latency of SSD arrays easily with an NVRAM buffer. To address this concern, we compare FusionRAID with NV-RAID. Since we cannot use the Intel Optane NVDIMM without a processor upgrade, we emulate an NVRAM buffer using DRAM and set a 100ns delay for each cache flush operation [32, 43]. To focus on the effect of such a buffer, we only add delays for data operations and not metadata ones.

Figure 11(b) illustrates the P99 latency of NV-RAID with different NVRAM sizes under YCSB-A and TPC-C, and that of FusionRAID (two straight lines) for reference. For YCSB-A, the P99 latency remains over 40ms, 30× higher than the FusionRAID result, with an NVRAM buffer size under 8GB. Here such small buffers do not sufficiently ease write pressure, incurring SSD GC activities that reduce effective SSD array bandwidth and delaying buffer flushes, which in turn results in further NVRAID buffer space shortage. As the buffer size increases, NV-RAID’s tail latency improves, nearly catching up with FusionRAID at 64GB and leveling off over 128GB.

For TPC-C, as the NVRAM buffer grows, the P99 latency of NV-RAID decreases more quickly. The inter-workload difference here is due to TPC-C’s smaller requests and higher issuing rates, while YCSB-A contains larger (512KB) I/Os. Therefore NV-RAID’s tail latency gets fairly close to FusionRAID’s, with an 8GB write buffer. This also leads to better median latency of NV-RAID than FusionRAID with TPC-C (28µs vs. 96µs) with the former using a 256GB buffer. With YCSB-A, on the other hand, even at this full NVRAM buffer capacity NV-RAID delivers a median latency of 391µs (vs. FusionRAID’s 320µs).

One sees that FusionRAID delivers similar or better tail latency performance as adopting an NVRAM buffer, while the median performance is more workload-dependent. Meanwhile, FusionRAID is designed to support multiple workloads simultaneously. Under such scenarios, concurrent applications need to share the precious NVRAM space, and may suffer write bandwidth scalability problems when more concurrent threads access the NVRAM, as found by a recent study [70]. Finally, NVRAM is far more expensive than SSDs: one 256GB NVDIMM costs $2,595 [2], equal to the price of our 30-SSD pool, even without considering the cost of the required server upgrade. Also, in the case of the Intel Optane NVDIMM, unlike most storage devices, a larger NVRAM device (256GB vs. 128GB) actually costs more per GB.

**5.3 Impact of Individual Techniques**

For the rest of the section, due to space limit, we focus on the mix including four different types of workloads (TPC-C, YCSB-A, TF and VD). Here, to isolate the improvement brought by key FusionRAID techniques, we evaluate its two intermediate versions: 4-RAID5, with 4 independent 7-disk volumes like 4-RAID5 but with all write requests conducted by performing mirrored log-structure writes in a round-robin way,
and Fusion-ND, same as FusionRAID but with SSD spike detection and request redirection removed.

Figure 12 shows the median and P99 latencies of different systems. From 4-RAID5 to RAID50, as explained earlier, building a single, shared volume on the entire SSD pool does not necessarily help. Replacing the costly RAID write with replicated write (4-RAIDM), in contrast, brings about the most significant improvement. Compared with 4-RAID5, 4-RAIDM reduces median latency by 2.1%-89% and shrinks P99 by 5.9-12×. However, the P99 latency of 4-RAIDM under TPC-C reaches 202ms, caused by the limited number of SSDs to serve intensive writes.

Figure 12: Incremental impact of proposed techniques

Fusion-ND enjoys the same benefits of simplified writes but spreading work to the entire pool rather than having 4 physically isolated arrays. Now with a shorter and decoupled write path, involving more disks improves processing power without propagating spikes. This produces a significant reduction from the most write-intensive workload (TPC-C) in tail latency (again plotted in log scale).

![Median latency (bold numbers giving values over 2)](a)

![P99 latency, log scale](b)

Figure 12: Incremental impact of proposed techniques

Table 6: Average latency at tails: Fusion-ND vs. Fusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slowest 1% avg. latency (ms)</th>
<th>Slowest 0.1% avg. latency (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fusion-ND</td>
<td>Fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPC-C</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YCSB-A</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VD</td>
<td>6.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, from Fusion-ND to FusionRAID, we add SSD spike detection and request redirection. Their difference may not seem significant from Figure 12, as it only comes into play when requests run into device-side spikes. As shown in Table 6, FusionRAID reduces the average latency of the slowest 1% requests by 1.1-2.3×, redirecting 0.73% of write requests from the Fusion-ND baseline. We also measure the frequency and duration of spikes on Fusion-ND with spike detection on and request redirection off. On average one SSD experiences 4.85 spikes/minute, each lasting for 3.79ms. Although these spikes appear quite short, bursty requests suffer performance degradation in batch once encountering them.

5.4 FusionRAID Overhead and Sensitivity

FusionRAID’s major internal I/O activity is its replicated-to-RAID data conversion. Our tests presented earlier all have conversion turned on (only temporally suspended when foreground throughput on a disk exceeds 40MB/s, our observed per-drive average). To examine its performance impact, Figure 13(a) shows performance with and without such background conversion. One sees that even with our current brute-force conversion policy (with no foreground-aware optimization such as avoiding application busy bursts), its performance overhead is quite small, thanks to our in-position stripe allocation during replicated writes.

Next, Figure 13(b) reports the ratio of write amplification across all systems. Compared with 4-RAIDM, FusionRAID reduces the ratio across most of the workloads since it performs RAID writes directly for large requests. An exception is that FusionRAID brings a higher ratio under VD. This is because numerous replicated writes generated by dominant small writes in VD (see Table 4), plus parity updates in conversion, increase write amplification more than mirroring does. On average, its in-position conversion only brings around a 5.6% increase in write amplification.

Space consumption, meanwhile, depends on the aggressiveness of the background conversion policy adopted. Figure 13(c) gives the overall space consumption (vs. user data size), for all data written during the trace run. As expected, 4-RAID5’s extra space overhead comes from the single parity block in its 6+1 stripe. 4-RAIDM has a constant space ratio of 2 as it performs simple mirroring. FusionRAID, with conversion turned off, has a slightly varying space ratio across workloads, due to their different write patterns. With conversion fully performed, one of the replicas is recycled (the other reclaimed) and multiple writes are compacted, returning the space consumption to the same as the 4-RAID5 level.

In addition, we examine the sensitivity of parameters in spike detection (§4.3). We first set γ (determining the counting precision) at 10 and t (used to speculate the end of latency spikes) at 0 empirically. Figure 13(d) shows latency CDFs under Exchange with different values of γ and t. Smaller γ and t help FusionRAID to detect spikes and react earlier while more
SSDs are identified as unresponsive, leaving fewer choices for incoming I/Os. Fortunately, FusionRAID performs well with smaller thresholds, thanks to the large 30-SSD pool.

Finally, we discuss how SSD aging affects the systems’ performance. Figure 14 compares the performance of RAID50, LogRAID, and FusionRAID on clean and aged SSDs under the same workload combination as in §5.3, showing median and P99 latency on average. Aside from its capability to significantly reduce the median/tail latency in all cases, FusionRAID shows different behavior across clean and aged SSDs than the baseline systems. While RAID50 and LogRAID have higher median latency on aged SSDs due to increased GC activities, FusionRAID works as well there due to its spike aversion. For tail latency, however, FusionRAID does perform better on clean SSDs, where it has more alternatives to redirect requests. RAID50 and LogRAID, without such a mechanism, show no differences across aged and clean SSDs.

![Figure 14: Performance on clean vs. aged SSDs](image)

### 6 Related Work

**SSD RAID designs** SSD RAID systems have been extensively studied, with approaches roughly in three groups: 1) improving reliability by distributing parity unevenly across the array [5] or through wear leveling across member SSDs [61], 2) enhancing average-case performance and/or reliability by mitigating the parity update problem [14, 15, 28, 36, 42], and 3) taming tail-latency by alleviating GC impact [23, 37, 38, 66, 69]. Approaches in the first two groups do not address tail latency, and most in the third group [38, 66, 69] rely on host-managed/open-channel SSDs. One exception, ToleRAID [23], focuses on cutting read tails under a full-stripe read workload. In contrast, FusionRAID works on off-the-shelf SSDs and aims to reduce both average-case and tail latencies, while maintaining the same fault tolerance level.

A highly related system is SWAN [37], which eliminates GC impact on commodity SSD arrays (Rails [54] is similar but focuses on read protection from GC). It partitions drives into groups, which rotate in handling foreground and internal writes, shielding user writes from GC traffic. It targets settings where SSD RAIDs are built for capacity, but with aggregate bandwidth bound by network, while FusionRAID targets shared storage serving latency-critical applications. Compared with SWAN, FusionRAID is reactive rather than proactive, but protects and redirects both reads and writes.

**RAID data layout optimization** Parity declustering [46] utilizes as many disks as possible to serve application requests in data reconstruction. It has been extended and optimized by many [3, 25, 26, 48, 63]. It is also widely adopted in industry, by products such as PanFS [63], the IBM GPFS Native RAID [19] and Spectrum Scale RAID [27], HPE 3PAR [60], and Huawei’s RAID2.0+ [44]. FusionRAID’s design leverages existing Latin-square based deterministic addressing of RAID+ [71] but augments it with explicit block mapping to enable two-phase writes and out-of-place updates.

**RAID write optimization** Purity [15], Flash-Aware RAID [28], and PPC [14] use NVRAM to buffer the incoming data and/or parity information and delay parity updates, so as to conduct full-stripe writes and reduce the reads involved in parity updates [15], or to reduce the number of parity commits to SSDs [14, 28]. However, they require large amounts of NVRAM for storing data and/or parity information. ESAP-RAID [36] and RAID-Z [9] organize the incoming data in elastic-width stripes to reduce parity-induced read overhead, at the cost of increased stripe management complexity.

Two-phase writing was used by existing systems: AutoRAID [65], DiskReduce [21], and Log Disk Mirroring (LDM) [67] all write data to a replicated zone, with future background conversion to the RAID zone. However, FusionRAID is unique in its in-place conversion by replicating in a stripe-ready manner. Note that it specifically targets SSD RAIDs, where massive data migration may cause frequent GC and consume more SSD write cycles.

**Alleviating GC Interference** Harmonia [39] and Global Garbage Collection (GKC) [38] synchronize GC across a set of SSDs, thereby reducing overall performance variability. Application-managed Flash [41] and LightNVM [8] eliminate GC overhead by letting the host software manage the exposed flash channels. Several other systems cut read tail latency by issuing an extra read to parity block and rebuild the “late” data [23, 66, 69], and write one by enforcing at most one active GC in every RAID group and writing data to a no-GC member [66, 69]. Unlike the above, FusionRAID works without assuming SSD internal information/control, by observing SSDs’ performance behavior to detect the onset of degradation and steer away if possible.

### 7 Conclusion

With FusionRAID, we argue that SSD RAID systems can be much faster and more consistent, by eagerly spreading application load, lazily performing parity writes (instead trading space temporarily for simple replicated writes), and carefully watching individual SSD’s performance and waiting out their transient latency spikes. Large SSD enclosures, once not constrained with the rigid routines of traditional RAID arrays, simultaneously provide high concurrency to serve co-executing applications’ bursty I/Os, and high flexibility in avoiding drives under transient performance degradation.
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